Antique Foundry Table, English, Pine, Iron, Heavy, Industrial Taste, Victorian

DESCRIPTION

Our Stock # 18.7547
This is an antique foundry table. An English, pine and cast iron heavy centrepiece table of superb industrial taste, dating to the early Victorian period, circa 1850.

• Wearing time-served appeal with aplomb and wonderfully robust
• Displays a desirably aged industrial patina
• Thick pine top shows great patination and desirably weathered grain interest
  • Betraying its industrial past, the top is accentuated by a copious number of embedded pinheads
• Presented with a pleasing natural wax finish over a trio of 7cm (2.75”) thick planks
• Standing upon delightfully heavy and sturdy cast iron legs with square feet

This is a beguiling antique foundry table, graced with fantastic weathering and Industrial Revolution taste. Solid joints and construction, delivered waxed, polished and ready for use.

Search London Fine for #18.7547, or scan the QR code for more photos and details

DIMENSIONS

Max Width: 199cm (78.25”)
Max Depth: 61cm (24”)
Max Height: 78.5cm (31”)
Kneehole Height: 72cm (28.25”)

LIST PRICE

£3,250.00